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[Editor’s Notes – in this letter, from Samuel Perry, he again speaks of Burke and Wills and says he remembers the time quite well, which is strange because to our knowledge Samuel left Aussie in 1855 and returned in 1865; did he perhaps simply read about it in an English newspaper, or are we missing some information about Samuel’s whereabouts?        Samuel does not here mention baby James, so this letter may be Jan 1868, just before James’ birth. ]

Rocky Lead, January 17th [Year not stated. Likely to be 1868, after Samuel’s marriage April ’67, but before birth of James Feb ’68.]
Dear Loue,
	You will think this a mighty short letter but Jessie is also writing to Emily enclosed in this, by some means Emily’s did not reach us this month, too late posted I think, but we have little room to complain as we always get home letters. Lizzie complained to Emily of my not writing to her, until I was married I never omitted writing though I have often written two to her before getting an answer. When we were married it was understood Jessie was to write in my stead the which she has regularly done and in fact, had written two last month before getting an answer. I merely state this, so that you will not think I am in any way neglecting writing Lizzie.
	There seems to be a good clearance of what was considered to be old maids, I mean Mr Tucket’s servants, but I think it ridiculous for Uncle Hale to take a wife at his  time of life such is my idea Dear Lou. You have left the old maids and seem to have liked them as much as dear Polly. Well they are as a       miserable old creatures yet I would not think it was plain simply to being old maids, but still it seems to be the case. I hope your present place will be a better one but you know what every capacity of life we are placed in we have difficulties of some sort or another to encounter. The same will be to both high and low. We must not think that people who have plenty at their command have a life of       as they have their trials as well. As like the poorest it is human nature we are never satisfied. Do not know of any person of the name of Edbury though of times you may be acquainted with persons and do not know their name. it is quite possible her brother is in New Zealand and it is a strange thing that people when they get out here don’t like to write home not that they forget home by no means but people to have an antipathy to writing home if I may so term it, many thousands out here, I am positive never write home. Some never in the world and perhaps won’t care to write, other again      with       so don’t like to write. This Country is much more unsettled than home although it is getting more settled every year. There is hundreds and hundreds of miles of this country without a white man and it’s but to show you how rapid it is being peopled the very place where Burke and Wills died of starvation when exploring. There is hundreds of head of fat cattle now sent to Melbourne from the very place where the poor fellows died, only one out of the whole party lived through it. He was found living with the blacks, but in a very weak state. I think it is five or six years since the party left Melbourne [The party left in 1860]. I remember the time quite well, all that part now is taken up with sheep and cattle, we have meat very cheap. The place for Father to be. Eat all meat if he likes and I know Father is a great meat eater. We have had a favourable summer hither to.
	on the whole are you. I saw Potter a short time since, he called on       stayed the night with us       family were well. His Mother I think has sent him out a hundred pounds and he thought of buying horses with it.
	We have news of another sad wreck not far from New Zealand only ten saved. They have been on an island for 18 months before they were taken off, I know the island.
	Must close now dear Lou, with Love to all, ever your affectionate brother
		Samuel Perry.


